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COLOURFORM™ Luxury Packaging
Moulded Fibre
With moulded fibre and unbridled creativity at its heart, we never stop exploring.

Thermoformed packaging innovation.

Experts in our field, we deliver a full service direct to brands.




EXPERTS IN COLOUR
EXPERTS IN COLOUR
It's yours to use creatively
Match your brand shade to perfection, or get creative with colour combinations across packaging components. 

Created to your exact packaging requirements, vision and taste, we can match any colour and presents a myriad of creative opportunities.

Our Colour Lab is renowned worldwide and we can’t wait to show you what we can do.


VISIT THE COLOUR LAB





EXPLORE SHAPE AND FORM
EXPLORE SHAPE AND FORM
Our Luxury Packaging team challenges the more conventional bespoke packaging box shapes by introducing the ability to explore shape and form.
	Organic and sculpted shapes
	Forms that follow the contours of the product
	Solutions made to wrap, hug, accentuate or minimise with elegance and style






Sustainable Production
Sustainable Production
with 100% Green Energy
We generate solar and hydro energy on site with 100% renewable energy allocated for all production.
Choose virgin renewable, natural wood fibres from carefully chosen, well-managed forests and high quality upcycled fibre. This can include our own CupCycling PCW from used coffee cups. Our expertise and experience ensures the most suitable mix for your project.



Our Sustainable Fibres





UNIQUE TEXTURES
UNIQUE TEXTURES
Indulge in the ability and creativity of fibre
Whether it's a warm, tactile and velvety feel or a slick finish with sharp edges you require - we’ll fine tune the packaging finish to create the right sensory experience for your brand.
Our designers can work with you to create unique textures tailored to your brand story.





Bespoke Functionality
Bespoke Functionality
Luxury Packaging Performance
Showcasing progress in luxury packaging performance. We can build a wide range of functionality and features into your design – without the need for additional components or materials.
	Hinges, clasps, clamshells
	Stackability and de-nesting features
	Retention features
	Display and protection





PRECISION FINISHING
PRECISION FINISHING
Let us tell your brand's story
With precision embossing and meshing, we can build any pattern, image or wording into your 3D design.

Let us tell your brand story, or tell your consumers how to recycle – without the need for complex mixed materials and print.








Contact Us





Partner Stories


Our luxury brand partners & innovations
Maison Perrier Jouët | Maison Ruinart (incl Dom Ruinart) | Off-White™ | Inspire | Lancôme | LUSH | Dries Van Noten | Floral Street

	



	



	



	



	



	



	



	







Explore Possibilities
Our design led process creates a truly bespoke solution that is both mono-material and plastic-free.

Meet our design team, read about some of our partner stories and learn more about our Inspire Collection 2022 in the first issue of our magazine below, showcasing the range of possibilities with this innovative environmentally friendly packaging.
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STYLE AND SUSTAINABILITY- leave no trace

Combining the company’s renowned expertise in fibre and colour with the relentless ambition to embed sustainability wherever possible, a renewable and fully recyclable moulded fibre packaging solution that will make you think differently about sustainability.

Made using 100% renewable, natural wood fibres from well-managed forests or high quality recycled content from our own world-class recycling plant – which gives new life to post-consumer waste including CupCycling used coffee cups – we created moulded fibre for a circular economy.


Sustainable Manufacturing
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THE MANUFACTURING PROCESS
Our design-engineered approach and thermoforming process goes even further to create a thermoformed moulded fibre packaging solution with stand-out, luxurious appeal.
Everything we create for our global clients is manufactured on-site in our own factory at Burneside Mills, on the edge of the English Lake District.


Our Process
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COLLABORATION FROM START TO FINISH
Moulded fibre packaging is designed for your brand with sustainability in mind.
The team brings together some of the most experienced designers, craftsmen, colour scientists, engineers and sustainable innovators in the paper industry.
Every project unique, COLOURFORM™ puts your brand and its aspirations at the heart of every decision from design through to manufacture to ensure we meet your creative and technical bespoke plastic-free packaging requirements.
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MULTI-AWARD WINNING DESIGN by FORMation
Meet the award-winning in-house design team behind all of our luxury packaging collaborations:
Chris, Matthew, Heather and Rowan are FORMation Design.
Real experience and detailed knowledge in an emerging market is a valuable asset we are proud to call our own.
FORMation are a multi-award winning design house in their own right with all the benefits of top designers without having to go elsewhere.
FORMation ensure they are involved from the concept stage all the way to production. Our partners benefit from quality, efficiency and the team make sure nothing is lost in translation.


FORMation Design





La Vie Est Belle Fragrance

"Our positive and tightknit collaboration with COLOURFORM was the key to succeed on our packaging innovation journey."
Catherine Albertini, Lancôme


contact us




James Cropper Newsletter
Stay up to date.

Register
Sign up for our newsletter
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